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What’s New?
Well this is for a start, our FOS newsletter. Welcome to 
everyone who subscribed to our magazine and to all 
new comers. In some ways this won’t be the same as 
the mag but in many it will be. There will be articles, 
news, diary dates and photos, plus the little quotes 
that we’ve always done but there won’t be as many 
pages nor will there be a set number of pages and I 
can’t promise when they will come out, in fact there 
may be times when there is an article or snippet of 
news that is worth a mention and its in between the 
newsletters, in which case it will be on the site as an 
independent article and not necessarily as a pdf. 

I know a lot of people were disappointed when the 
mag closed down and I’m hoping in some way that 
this keeps everyone up to speed and brings you back 
into the everyday ‘goings on’ here on the ranch.

Something to See

We have a new Movies link on our site so take a look 
at the video The Amazing Border Collie, this video was 
done for our History event in November and is on the 
Trust and Mainline sites. This is a permanent feature 
but keep checking the link as there will be other videos 
going up with it, rescue dogs, training, etc.

Previously we have not had the facility to keep changing 
some of  the features on the site but thanks to Gavin 
who has totally transformed both the Trust site and our 
Border Collie one we can now have this newsletter, to 
download, lots of  pics, videos, news articles etc and all 
easy for you to find so please keep a regular check on 
the site.

It would be great to know what you think of  the news-
letter and the videos etc so please keep in touch with us. 
Email info@bordercollies.co.uk
you will find our fb & twitter links on the home page 
or our site

Just for Fun

Deaf  Digby says......
Okay so I’m not brill at words but B seems to think me 
words aren’t always proper and there’s this gogle thing 
that puts words right for you. So I thought I’d have a 
bash! I got B to ask gogle to put some words better.

we put: Digby says he’s fed up of  B saying he can’t write 
proper and is not to use the computer so Digby is going 
to prove her wrong.

gogle told me it should be: Digby verbalizes he’s 
indisposingly intolerant of  B saying he can’t indite 
opportune and is not to utilize the computer so Digby 
is going to confute her.

I sniff, feel, see and eat, I don’t fink I verbalizes anything. 
now...indisposingly intolerant of.. guess so but I fink 
want to stick to .. she’s daft!

In short even B says I’m better than the gogle thing - 
yeah, result!!

“We don’t have to say or think what we don’t wish 
to. We have a choice in those things, and we have to 
realize that and practice using that choice.”
-- Rolling Thunder, CHEROKEE



Seminar & Workshop Kent

TLC - Thinking Like Canines With Barbara Sykes MCFBA 
MBIPDT Consultant in canine behaviour

Seminar & open discussion followed by a training workshop 
April 18th 10am to 4pm, Larkfield, New Hythe Lane, Kent, 
ME20 6PU

Take the stress out of  lead walking the TLC way.

Among the most common training & behavioural problems 
are: Lead pulling; Recall; Jumping up; Aggression; Obsessive 
behaviour;
You can look forward to an entertaining and enlightening event 
when all the above and more are on the agenda. Barbara has 
written six books on canine behaviour and training and has 
appeared on numerous television programmes, she presents an 
interesting and informative talk for dog lovers of  all breeds and 
ages with simple techniques for make training fun and easy
How well do you know your dog? Each time your dog moves 
a paw, looks at you or moves slightly to one side he is talking 
to you. Thinking Like Canines is a gentle and relaxing form of  
communication with dogs learning to listen to them and how to 
give them the response they need to hear.
Tickets 40.00pp tea/coffee included, lunch required. For more 
information and to order tickets:
Tel: 01274 564163 Email: info@bordercollies.co.uk
There are a limited number of  places available to book dogs on the workshop, please apply when ordering tickets.

Training Border Collies 
by Barbara Sykes

Border Collies respond to communication and company, which 
they can never get enough of, and they love the challenge of  a 
game that makes them think, but over-stimulation of  mind and 
body can lead to behavioural problems, particularly if  the dog is 
then left to try to wind down on his own.

The introductory chapters introduce the variations in appearance 
in the breed and how the genes which produce different build, coat 
and eye colour also produce different characters and temperament. 
The key to training each dog being in understanding his ancestral 
background.

Colour photographs throughout the book show how natural body 
language makes training much easier for a dog to understand and 
to respond to, case histories are included with chapters on lead 
walking, basic training, problem solving, recall, keeping a dog’s 
mind stimulated without winding him up.

Soft back £16.99 + £1.80 p&p Overseas postage and packing:
Europe £3.50 Rest of  the World £4.00. Sterling



Microchipping

Will compulsory Microchipping solve problems or create more? Will the new laws help us find lost dogs or make 
it more difficult?

We took a dog into our rescue from a pound and it was chipped. All good so far as it means the pound will have 
checked the owner out and we can get in touch with the chip company and find out age, correct name, how many 
times in the pound etc. But........... chipping only works if  its registered and is only easy to trace if  there are limited 
ways the chip was distributed. This chip was not manufactured by any of  the usual companies, we traced it to a 
company who only manufacture and supply but don't keep a database so don't know anything about the dog it 
was used on. The Chip went from the manufacturer to a branch of  DT who can't track it as it went from them to 
another outlet (wardens, rescues etc) but the number is registered with Petlog. This gets better......... Petlog do have 
the number registered to them but no details were ever forwarded to them. So what a useful chip!!
When it works its good, we have just tracked a full history of  one nine year old dog but sadly the government seem 
to think that compulsory chipping will solve the problems of  getting lost dogs home. To do that it should also 
be law that the person chipping the dog should submit the forms, that only chips from a handful of  companies 
are acceptable and that people not changing their details of  new phones or addresses with the chip company are 
breaking the law - but without number or address they won't care will they! The government have informed us 
that the percentage of  dogs chipped has increased from 58% to 'about' 70% - but its big business now as instead 
of  four major chip companies new ones are springing up all over the place and like dog number 1 there are many 
without a trace on them. 50% of  chipped dogs that come into our rescue are chipped to nobody or to someone 
who has moved and not changed their details or they simply don't answer the phone or they refuse to take the dog 
back. The government has no contingency plan for this as in a letter to me they believe the DT the KC the RSPCA 
and Defra have it all under control! News flash - it hasn't worked so far!

Meet Toby
You can see by the picture on the left that Toby was in a bad way when he came into our care. Had a lot of 
health problems and needed a massive operation, which we knew would incur a vet bill of over £1000. Out 
choice was operate or PTS. Well our wonderful vets operated and with a lot of aftercare both in hospital and 
at home he is now a very fit and happy Toby. The pic on the right was taken seven days after his operation 
and the difference is amazing. He is now a bouncy and very cheeky nine year old collie looking for his forever 
home. 
A huge thank you to Aireworth vets for saving our Toby’s life and to all the people who donated to Toby’s 
Fund for he vet bill.



FOSTBC Rescue
We have rehomed a lot of  dogs in the past few months 
but we are still full. We keep them here until assessed 
and we know enough about them to be able to match 
them with prospective adopters but as soon as they go 
to their new home another dog, or two, is waiting to 
come in. 
We also have a lot of  Sanctuary dogs in and they are on 
our website www.fostbc.org.uk and some of  them have 
their own videos - those that haven’t will have shortly. 
They come under the link Sponsor a Dog and there’s 
some lovely boys and girls there who, for whatever 
reason, can’t be rehome for the foreseeable future

What Happened Next!

THIS!!
Around the Farm

It will be soon lambing time and already Vicki is  
planning where the pens will go and which fields are 
the most sheltered. We got a new ram this year and at 
some time Vicki is going to write about her journey to 
pick him up. Could only happen here!!

Sadly one of  Vicki’s old ducks as passed away, clearly 
not happy about being out done by the old hen that 
went before him!

With all the wet weather there is so much mud around 
that’s it difficult to go anywhere without coming back 
looking like a mud wrestler. I would have said that the 
snow would be welcome but as I write and look out 
of  the window - its here! Snow blizzard! So it fasten 
the doors and the windows make sure the rescue dogs 
are warm and dry for the night and then decide, do I 
want to go for a walk or not.....I’ll let you figure out my 
decision!

Quotes:
Every dog should have a man of  his own. There is 
nothing like a well-behaved person around the house 
to spread the dog’s blanket for him, or bring him his 
supper when he comes home man-tired at night.
Corey Ford

When a doting person gets down on all fours and 
plays with the dog’s rubber mouse, it only confuses 
the puppy and gives him a sense of  insecurity. He 
gets the impression that the world is unstable and 
wonders whether he is supposed to walk on his hind 
legs and smoke cigars.
Corey Ford

My dog ate my homework.

My dog ate my homework.
That mischievous pup

got hold of  my homework
and gobbled it up.

My dog ate my homework.
It’s gonna be late.

I guess that the teacher
will just have to wait.

My dog ate my homework.
He swallowed it whole.

I shouldn’t have mixed it
with food in his bowl.

Kenn Nesbitt

“Times change but principles do not. Times change 
but lands do not. Times change but our culture and 
our language remain the same. And that’s what you 
have to keep intact. It’s not what you wear - it’s what’s 
in your heart.”
-- Oren Lyons, ONONDAGA
           ------------------------------------------------
“In order to really enjoy a dog, one doesn’t merely try 
to train him to be semihuman. The point of  it is to 
open oneself  to the possibility of  becoming partly a 
dog.”
    -Edward Hoagland


